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In previous projects I’ve always planned things out, changed my ideas instantly and last
minute. For this one called Wood & Wire, it turned out completely different from my first
idea. I knew I wanted to do something in the realm of nature and was something of my
past Prof. Colbert had us cut out shapes with cardboard and see what we could do.
Creating out of intuition and untouched creativity for the final product was the end goal.
As I cut out forms, the piece seemed heavy and wouldn’t have been as balanced
because I had 4 wings with no negative space. Wondering what to do and stop
overthinking, I found that this process is different from planning out drawings and
paintings. With woodworking, anything can happen when building and assembling.
When starting,I cut down to three wings, then two, then I incorporated negative space to
provide some aspect of balance. While shaping the wood, one of the wings broke in
half. I was a little disappointed but, these mistakes are just “happy accidents”. After the
form was built, wire and an external element was needed to give more meaning. For the
rest, I let my intuition take over. I wove the wire through the structure, went to Hobby
Lobby, and walked around until I found something that inspired my vision. I went in blind
and I’m glad I made that choice because the project turned out to be my subconscious
vision.

Balance makes up the sculpture and I feel is the biggest strength overall. Even though
the wings are asymmetrical creating the lean, the wire swirling above as the wind starts
to surround the space. Also, creating a sense of movement with the leaning wings. The
Sedona wood varnish covering the edges of the 3 dimensional shapes pasted onto the
structure, provides contrast between darker and lighter tones. The flowers, each one
completes the neutral palette I wanted to achieve. Although, I would have liked to
complete the varnish more on the sides of the pastes shapes to create a sense of
coming off the piece. The external element (the flowers), is a weaker element apart from
the wire and wood. They’re a symbol of wind surrounding the structure, providing a
lighter touch,and needing more of them to complete its effect.

I made this work from my subconscious mind, and as it became what it is now, I let my
mind and hands guide me through the rest of the process as I started sculpting. Winged
Victory of Samothrace, is a sculpture of victory, freedom and movement. My goal was to
get away from the ‘butterfly’ theme, but I needed to accept my subconscious mind and
be free much like Winged Victory. Butterflies have a deep meaning to me, such as my
first call to Christ. The butterfly to me, means one day we wake up and realize our
potential after being shielded from the world. It relates to my personal story as well with
these past few years being the hardest in my life so far. This symbol has so many
beautiful forms and I, one day, will get to explore the world freely through the wind.
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